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“T he original vision was to

share how brilliant dance 

is by taking it into public 

spaces,” explains Jacqueline Rose, 

director of Big Dance. “I was seconded 

from the Arts Council to the Mayor of 

London’s offi  ce, and I suggested this 
project. It mushroomed very quickly, 

with everyone from Sadler’s Wells to 

voluntary organisations keen to shout 

about dance and put it on the map.”

The fi rst Big Dance was launched 

in July 2006 with about 400 events, 

including dancing in parks, shop 

As the fi nal Big Dance arrives, Marianka Swain
examines its history and legacy
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“What was really important was

making sure diff erent voices were 
heard in the routine – 800 people 

moving together, but with individual 

moments to shine.” In the end, about 

44 diff erent styles, from Chinese fan 
dancing to locking and popping, were 

danced by 752 people simultaneously 

to one piece of music, setting a new 

world record – and broadcast live to 

millions on BBC1’s Dancing in the Street. 
“I wasn’t used to dance getting so 

much attention,” explains Jean-Charles. 

“It meant so much to the performers, 

and they really took ownership of it. I 

still meet dancers who say ‘I remember 

that, it built my confi dence – now I’m 
leading big projects’. It also kicked 

off  my mass movement career, giving 
me that chance to develop. Ten years 

ago, that large-scale concept was a 

bit of an unknown; now, there are 

loads of British artists who could 

take on the challenge. Working with 

non-professional dancers is fantastic, 

because they’re not restricted by 

what’s ‘right’, they inspire diversity 

in vocabulary, and they bring along 

a new audience – that’s how we 

build the movement of the future.”

Rose became inspired to think 

nationwide. “We had Colin Jackson 

running around the country trying 

to keep it all together. It really began 

to feel like all these people were 

connected through dance.” Making 

Big Dance biennial, “meant we had 

time to fundraise, plan, and aim even 

higher. Part of it was exploration – 

putting together the jigsaw of all this 

talent, and ensuring inclusivity.”

One complication was the Mayoral 

election, “but Boris [Johnson] came 

on board and was fantastically 

supportive – he launched the festival 

on Millennium Bridge with Erin 

Boag and Bruno Tonioli.” There 

were more record-breaking attempts, 

including the largest Bollywood dance 

and most ballet dancers on pointe, 

senior citizens’ Big Chair Dance, 

and Aletta Collins choreographed 

the Trafalgar Square mass event, 

a routine also taught online. 

A 
huge boost was support from 

Legacy Trust UK, which aimed 

to provide a cultural and sporting 

Olympic legacy. “They gave us an 

windows, Tube stations and on top of 

Nelson’s Column. “It was wonderful, 

but also terrifying – heights aren’t 

my thing!” admits Rose. A defi ning 
feature of the opening festival – and 

every one since – was its accessible, 

unifying Pledge dance. Choreographer 

Jeanefer Jean-Charles took on the 

inaugural routine. “I’d spent several 

years working with community 

groups, and as this was all about 

bringing communities together, I felt 

I could do it. But working on that 

scale was defi nitely new for me!
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Below left  and overleaf: Scenes from 
Big Dance throughout the years.
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School’s out
School Games organiser Sharon Phillips, who comes from a fitness background, 
watched the first Big Dance performance on television. “The following week, 
I went into school [Towers Infant School] and told my boss I’d love to put 
together a routine that everyone could do in the playground. We did it to ‘We’re 
All In This Together’ from High School Musical, and there were fitness elements 
like star jumps as well as dancing. A friend filmed it with instructions for every 
school in the borough, and on July 11, 2007, 45 schools performed together.”

Soon, Phillips was off to City Hall to meet Jacqueline Rose. “It 
sparked a relationship that’s been going on ever since. In 2008, we did 
a big event in Upminster Park, launching the six-week countdown to 
Big Dance; in 2010 we did our first Big Dance Schools Pledge, which 
went online so everyone could learn it; and in 2012 Wayne McGregor 
choreographed for 121,000 children. Wayne’s been incredible – he 
did a workshop last Easter for some dancers at my school. I had such 
a great time, though it took me way out of my comfort zone! 

“Dance is so accessible. Our first routine was done by novices, but we 
involved all these kids. There are so few specialised dance teachers in schools, 
even though it’s one of the highest participation sports, so it would be great 
to link schools to the dance community more and provide support. A couple 
of dance teachers run the Change For Life club for children in our borough 
at risk of obesity, and these seven-year-olds have gone from being at the 
back, not wanting to be seen, to dancing at the front. You don’t have to be 
a top dancer to access music, have fun and make a difference. I hope we’ve 
inspired schools to take the initiative – something fantastic might come of it.” 

Ten big years

incredible £2.9 million – I started Big 
Dance with just £20,000!” says Rose. 
“That meant we could set up the 
regional Big Dance Hubs, engaging 
local authorities and supporting new 
projects.” In the 2010 festival, those 
hubs each represented a continent in 
Luca Silvestrini’s Trafalgar Square 
piece, and in 2012 the hub model 
extended into Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland, with Big Dance a 
major part of the Cultural Olympiad. 
Scottish Ballet provided a Pledge 
for the Commonwealth Games in 
2014, and Rafael Bonachela did 
a live piece from Sydney Opera 
House. “That was the catalyst for 
a wave of activity – Australia are 
now developing ideas for the 2018 
Commonwealth Games. At this year’s 
Big Dance, 43 countries are involved.

“The key was giving people 
permission to do things they wouldn’t 
normally do – dancing on beaches, 
bridges, in town squares, even in water. 
Seeing dance images on the Tube, in the 
Sunday papers, in libraries, that was 
thrilling. The Big Dance Bus took dance 
to people who don’t otherwise reach it, 
and Channel 4 partnered with us for Big 
Dance Shorts, exploring dance on film. 

“I’m really proud that we broke down 
barriers between world-class artists 
and community groups. It’s a challenge 
working in non-traditional spaces, 
making material using a language 
everyone can understand, but that’s so 
critical to dance’s survival and growth.”

The final Big Dance features
English National Ballet taking 

over Westfield Shopping Centre, Big 
Dance Question Time discussing female 
choreographers, Akram Khan leading 
the Trafalgar Square mass performance, 
and the Institute of Imagination’s design 
competition. “We’re going out on a 
high, and ten years feels like a natural 
stopping point – we’ve survived three 
Mayors!” notes Rose. “We’ve done a 
tremendous amount to make dance 
more visible, and now it’s time for 
something new. I’d love to scale up 
the Get Moving programme, which 
uses dance to encourage older people 
to be more active, develop more ideas 
around dance and health, and make 
dance an intrinsic part of school life.

“The Legacy Trust micro grants 
showed how much just a little bit 
of money can accomplish. If I had a 

magic wand, that’s what I’d do – plant 
grants in communities with people 
who believe in the mission. It’s really 
evident that cuts are biting now, but 
I’m interested to see who’ll step into 
this space when Big Dance finishes. My 
advice is be ambitious. I never thought 

I’d be on top of Nelson’s Column, 
looking down on a city about to be 
full of dance. Think big, and together, 
there’s nothing we can’t achieve.” n

For more information, visit 
bigdance.org.uk. 
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